
                                                          ENGLISH 

                New pattern public examination model question paper-3 

Time allotted: 2.30 hrs                                      Maximum marks: 90 

                                          Part I 

Choose the correct answer for each of the following from the options given:    

                                                                                                                    20x1=20                                    

Choose the synonym of the underlined word in the following sentence. 

1. If there is any in this assembly, any dear friend of Caesar’s.  

        a)crowd         b)association       c)country        d)court  

2. As he was valiant, I honour him.  

         a)valuable      b)beautiful       c)donation    d)brave  

 3. I pause for a reply. 

        a)push      b)pass    c)stop      d)request 

Choose the antonym of the underlined word in the following sentence. 

4.The staircase is quite broad. 

        a) bored   b) rich   c) narrow    d) sacred  

5. Quite a few of my friends are selfish.  

       a) generous    b) mean   c) brave   d) poor 

 6. Whatever she does, she does it in a methodical manner. 

       a) graphical   b) planned   c) organised   d) random. 

 

7. Choose the appropriate syllabification for the word -  Communication 
a) com-mu-ni-ca-tion                                     b) com-mu-ni-cat-ion 
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c) com-mu-n-ic-ation                                       d) com-mu-nic-a-tion. 

 
 

8. Choose the correct combination for the compound word 
“birth place” 
 
a) Noun+ Verb                     b) Noun + Adjective 
c) Noun + Noun                   d) Noun + Adverb 
 
9. Choose the correct combination for the blended word 
“Pixel” 
 
    a) Picture + element                b) picture + Electricity 
    c) Picture + electronics           d) Pix + Element 
 
10. Choose the meaning of the foreign word in the sentence : 
       
      Rangarajan alias Sujatha has written thrilling novels 
 
      a) also known as             b) differently known as 
      c)secretly called             d)signed as. 
 
11. Choose the right definition for the given term ‘theophobia’ 
 
              (a) Fear of food          (b) Fear of dreams 
              (c) Fear of God          (d) Fear of home 
 
12. Choose the suitable meaning for the idiom found in the 
following sentence 
 
The leader’s death came like a bolt from the blue 
 
a) unexpected event                     b) expected happening 
c) sudden happening                   d) serious accident 
 
13. Replace the underlined phrasal verb into a single word 
         You must go by the rules of the institution 
 
        a) follow     b) avoid      c) check       d) watch 



14. Form a new word by adding a suitable prefix to the root 
word- ‘practice’ 
 
       a) mal___     b) pre___   c) post___    d) tri___ 
 
 
15. Identify the sentence pattern of the following 
         
       We call Gandhiji, Mahatma 
 
        a) SVIODO     b) SVOC    c) SVOA     d) SVCA 
 
16. Fill in the blank choosing the correct preposition. 
 
        He ran _____ the street 
        
        a) in   b) at      c) into    d) to. 
 
17. We ______________ help the needy (Semi modal verb) 
 
        (a)need to       b) dare to     (c)ought to      d) used to 
 
 
18.The sun ____ (glow) steadily for more than 100 billion 
      years. ( concord) 
       
         (a)glows        b)has been glowed       c)glowed      d) is glowing 
 
 
19.Choose the apt word for alternative british English word: ‘braces’ 
     
         (a)suspension      b)suspenders     c)curly braces   d) open bracket. 
 
20. Answer the question tag 
  
        They live in London, ……… 
     
      (a)did they?      b) had we?         c)  didn’t they?      d) hadn’t they? 
 
 



 
                                              Part-II 

Answer any 7 of the following                                                         7x2=14 

(i) Read the given sets of poetic lines and answer the questions that follow: 
(Answer any 4 out of six) 

21. You’d treat if met where any bar is 
           or help to half-a-crown.” 

a) Pick out the words in alliteration. 
b) How could the narrator have treated the enemy soldier? 

    22. He lifted his head from his drinking, as cattle do 
         And looked at me vaguely, as drinking cattle 

a) Who lifted his head? How? 
b) Mention the figure of speech. 

    23. “You pose the cosmic riddle”. 
a) Who does ‘you’ refer to? 
b) What is a cosmic riddle? 

   24. Till the bridge you will need be form’d, till the ductile anchor hold, 
         Till the gossamer thread you fling catch somewhere, O my soul.’ 

a) Mention the figure of speech. 
b) What does the word ‘gossamer’ refer to? 

25. As humble plants by country hedgerows growing 
     That treasure up the rain 

a) Who are compared to humble plants? 
b) Write out the words in alliteration. 

26. On the day of Sicilian July, with Etna smoking 
     Like a king in exile, uncrowned in the underworld now due 
    to the crowned again 
               a) Who is compared to a king? 

b) What is the figure of speech employed by the poet? 
 
 

(ii) Do as directed. ( Any three)                                                                               

27. Report the following dialogue. 

       Bank Manager : Tell me, What can I do for you? 



       Student : I am a student. Could I open an account here? 
       Bank Manager : Sure. Get the application form and fill it up. 
 
28. Rewrite using ‘because of’. 
                   The villagers moved out of their village as they had no rains 
that year. 
 
29. Combine into a single sentence using conditional clause: 
                 They did not try. They did not win. 
   

30 . Change the voice of the following sentence: 

The martial art will have been learnt by me. 

 

                                                Part-III 

   

Answer any seven of the following.                                                         7×3=21 

                                                   

                                                  Part – I 

  

(i) Explain any two (2) of the following with reference to the context.   

                                                                                                      2x3=6 

31. “For the soul is dead that slumbers 
        And things are not what they seem” 
32. “A Noiseless, patient spider, 
        I mark’d where on a little promontory it stood isolated;” 
33. “He lifted his head from his drinking, as cattle do 
       And looked at me vaguely, as drinking cattle do.” 

                                                   Part - II  

            ii) Answer any two (2) of the following briefly.                                        2×3=6  

34. Why and how was Caesar killed? By whom? 

35. What was Gunga Ram’s opinion about the narrator and his brothers? 



36. Which were the countries that were involved in the bombing of Hiroshima? 

                                             Part - III  

          iii) Answer any three of the following.                                                           3×3=9 

37. Fill in the blanks appropriately. 
      a) Dravid is a _______ cricketer in the _______ country of India. 
(populous / popular)  
      b) Teach me to fish, I _______ (live) for a life time. 
(suitable form of verb)  
      c) Man proposes _______ God disposes. 
(use the correct link word)  

 

38.  Reshuffle the scrambled words:  

      1. I/ to/ chance/ travel/ the /whenever/ have /love/ I. 

      2. immediately /broken/ came /the/ two /and /plates/ I /and /saw/ into/ kitchen. 

    3. teacher /as/ homework /we/ us/ The/ told/ do/ must/ as /often/ Miss Grace/ we/ 
could/ our. 

39.Identify each of the following sentences with the field in 
     the list given below, by understanding the word or words 
     serving as the clue. 
        a) India moves on EXIDE. 
        b) Richard Madhuram acts as “King Maker – the life of Kamaraj”. 
        c) My objective is to defeat those who indulge in vote bank 
politics. 
(sports, politics, business, religion, cinema) 

 

40. Expand the following news headlines. 
         a) Obama to visit India in November 
        b) Heavy floods in Tamilnadu, crops ruined 
         c) Indian Post releases new Stamp – Tamilnadu 

 



                                                              Part-IV 

IV Answer the following :                                                                                    7×5=35  

41. Answer in a paragraph of about 150 words any one (1) of the following: 

       a) “Superstitious beliefs lead to danger”. Justify the statement 
        with the fate of Gunga Ram. 
                                                     (OR) 
        b) Write an essay on the aftermath of atomization on Hiroshima. 

42. Answer in a paragraph of about 150 words any one (1) of the following: 

        a) Bring out the emotions expressed in the poem “The Man He 
Killed”.  
                                                    (OR) 
        b) Write a paragraph on Anne Louisa Walker’s views on 
women’s rights  

43. Answer in a paragraph of about 150 words any one(1) of the following : 

(a)Compare and contrast the dreams of Ivan Dmitritch and his wife 

                                      (OR) 

(b)Bring out the patriotism and loyalty portrayed in ‘Two friends’. 

44. Write summary or Make notes of the following passage: 

    Trees not only supply us with many of the conveniences of our daily life, they 
do much more than that. They support the life of living things. They help to replace 
the oxygen in the air constantly being used up and turned into carbon-dioxide 
when animals breathe and things burn. The green leaves of trees absorb the carbon-
dioxide from the air and with the help of sunlight break it up into carbon and 
oxygen. The carbon is used to make starch and oxygen is released into the 
atmosphere. That is how trees help to replace the oxygen in the atmosphere. The 
green cells of leaves are wonderful little laboratories, where all the starch in the 
world is produced. Since starch forms an important part of the food of men and 
animals, their life depends on the work done by the green cells 
of plants. Thus trees are great friends of man. 
                               



                                                 

                           

45. Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions that follow 

With an element called uranium - a special variety of uranium designated U235 - 
they finally achieved what was termed a ‘chain reaction’ a substance which 

proliferated explosion as a cancer proliferates its diseased cells, a proliferation 
accelerated to something like the speed of light. By the slow process of trial and 
error, correcting, amending, improving, they finally produced a working bomb. It 
was tested in the ‘bad lands’ where it would do no harm. The news of the 

achievement was given to Washington - and to London. The statesmen and the 
politicians were confronted with a tragic and agonising dilemma: to use it, or not. 
To withhold it meant the deaths of uncountable men, the protraction of untellable 
suffering, the condemnation to still further torture of prisoners who had already 
been beaten and starved and subjected to bestial cruelties 

Questions: 

Which is the element responsible for the chain reaction? 

How did  they prepared the working bomb? 

Where  was it tested? 

Why was the bomb droped? 

Explain the term ‘dilemma’. 

                                    (or)  

Read the following poem and answer the questions that follow : 

If I should die, think only this of me: 

 That there’s some corner of a foreign field That is forever England.  

There shall be In that rich earth a richer dust concealed;  

A dust whom Earth bore, shaped, made aware,  



Gave, once, her flowers to love, her ways to roam,  

A body of England’s, breathing English air,  

Washed by the rivers, blest by suns of home.  

And think this heart, all evil shed away A pulse in the eternal mind,  

no less Gives somewhere back the thoughts of England given,  

Her sights and sounds; dreams happy as her day;  

And laughter, learnt of friends, and gentleness, 

 In hearts at peace, under an English heaven. 

Questions: 

What would be the apt title for this poem? 

What do you gain from this poem? 

Explain the phrase: ‘evil shed away’. 

What does ‘her’  refer to? 

When do we outdo with peace? 

 

46. Write a letter  to a friend describing a particular bird you saw 

                                          (or) 

       Prepare a report using the given information  specified: 

          Setting up an amusement park near your town / village. 

47. Frame the dialogue for the following situation: 

        Between friends about their higher studies 

                                              (or) 

       Developing hints into a story on your own: 



Devan - clever thief - robs the rich - gives all to the sick and the needy - other 
thieves jealous - plan to get rid of him - challenge Devan to steal the King's 
pyjamas - Devan accepts challenge - finds king sleeping - opens a bottle of red ants 
on the bed - King badly bitten - cries for help - servants rush in pretends to look for 
ants - Devan removes King's pyjamas – escapes - other thieves dumbfounded - 
accept Devan their leader  
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